INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

"Building an inspiring
spiral hemphouse"

 what:
2x WORKSHOP BUILDING WITH HEMPCRETE
 when:
Mo. 5/22 – Su. 5/28/2017 (Ascension week; profs)
Tu. 5/30 – Mo. 6/5/2017 (Pentecost week; hobbyists)
 where:
"Robur at The Oak", Gierle (near Turnhout, Belgium)
 who:
teacher & foreman: WOLF JORDAN (+ ass.), decennia of
experience with hempcrete and ecological finishing

 why:
because hempcrete has mysterious characteristics that haven't been understood yet by the regular construction physics using
their common measuring methods, and Wolf is going to raise the corner of the veil... Further, because now there's finally a
construction site where you can gain (special) building experience and be creative as well. And finally, because your participation
in this very particular ecological building method will support you, Robur, the planet and its future generations in a great way!
This Workshop can only take place ONCE at this unique (round!) site!
Enroll in time (the latest mid April), spots are limited!
Interested in Robur and/or the Workshop?
in
Send an email to Marieke Van Coppenolle, marieke4u@yahoo.com,
cowith "Please, send me all details regarding the Workshop hempcrete",
operation
and you'll receive all info and the application form.
with
PTO for info about "Robur at The Oak"

What is the purpose of the project
"Robur at The Oak"?
Robur at The Oak is an ecological project that is focused on Connectedness, through rest, nature, healing and
ceativity. A non-profit (B: vzw) is currently being founded, and thus a website is being constructed!
Most of the building is round (really round, not polygonal!) and the blueprint contains a spiral and egg shape. The
atmosphere is that of a hobbit house. Robur at The Oak wants to offer a temporary space and dwelling to:
- people recovering from burnout, or some acute situation
- people needing more silent time for themselves, like HSPs (highly
sensitive persons)
- writers/artists seeking a quiet spot to work on their project freely
and focused
- small groups of friends wanting to work on (physical/mental/
spiritual) healing, amongst themselves or with a facilitator, whether
or not according to a particular method
- mini-seminars and mini-workshops by and for people who want to
grow and share around rest, nature, healing and creativity
- burnout preventing events for and by small companies or small
groups of employees and managers
- Red Tent gatherings and other women's and men's circles
- singing, sharing and being silent together around the central Fire
Place
- working on healing and ecological ideas: Robur at The Oak wants
to be a creative hotbed
-…
So if you participate in the Workshop "Building an inspiring spiral hemphouse", you'll help in building this project!

